Publications by Indian Researchers (2002 - 2004)

This list of publications by eye and vision researchers in Indian centers is representative of the work being done in India to understand, prevent, treat, and cure vision disorders. The research centers represented in this listing are as follows:

- L V Prasad Eye Institute, Hyderabad
- Sankara Nethralaya, Chennai
- Aravind Eye Hospital, Mandurai
- Schell Eye Hospital, Vellore
- Christian Medical College, Vellore
- RP Centre, AIIMS, New Delhi
- Postgraduate Institute of Medical Research and Training, Chandigarh
- Manipal Academy of Higher Education, Manipal
- Iladevi Cataract and IOL Research Centre, Ahmedabad
- HV Desai Eye Institute, Pune
- Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology, Hyderabad
- Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, Kolkata
- National Institute of Nutrition, Hyderabad
- Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
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Gopal R, Kumar L, Kumar R., Meenal.,Ram, Jagat. Flashes and Floaters: Retinal Tears and Retinal Degenerations. Guide To Healthy Eyes: Seeing Well; Looking Good ; Feeling Great ??
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Biswas J, Raman RR. Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome and eye. *CLINICAL PRACTICE OF OPHTHALMOLOGY*. 2003;[NO JOUR #]:126-163. ??


Baskaran M, Bhende M. Ultrasound Biomicroscopy (UBM) – Applications Focus. KERALA JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY [NOT LISTED AND NOT ON PUBMED]. 2003; [NO JOUR #:] 77-82. ??
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Ian Sundararaj[?], Bhanulashkmi IM. The role, importance and legalities of pulse oximetry in eye surgery under local anaesthesia. JOURNAL TNOA. 2002;43:61-62. ??


Madhavan HN, Priya K. Use of nested polymerase chain reaction (nPCR) for the detection of cytomegalovirus (CMV) in clinical specimens. Indian J Med Res. 2002;115:5-10.
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RP Centre, AIIMS
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Azad RV, Niniwal SK, Kumar H. Retinopathy of prematurity: Indian scenerio. *DOS TIMES.* 2002;7(7). ???


Kumar H, Sudan R, Sethi HS, et al. Timolol maleate 0.5% versus timolol maleate in gel forming solution 0.5% (Timolol GFS) in open angle glaucoma in India. Preliminary safety and efficacy study. *Indian J Ophthalmol*. 2002;50:21-23.


Sihota R, Rajashekar YL, Venkatesh P, et al. A prospective long term evaluation of the efficacy and safety of the drug combination pilocarpine 1% with clonidine 0.06% or clonidine 0.125% versus timolol 0.25%. *J Ocul Pharmacol Th.* 2002;18:499-506.
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Schell Eye Hospital, Christian Medical College, Vellore

2002-2004


**Note:** Dr. R. Thomas moved to the L. V. Prasad Eye Institute in Hyderabad during early 2002, and is thus the corresponding author of papers carrying his name. Dr. R. Parikh also moved to LVPEI.
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Iladevi Cataract and IOL Research Centre, Ahmedabad
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Trivedi RH, Apple DJ, Pandey SK, et al. Sir Nicholas Harold Ridley. He changed the world, so that we might better see it. *Indian J Ophthalmol*. 2003;51:211-216.
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**Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, Kolkata**
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